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Congress Ignores Sugar Wages;
Sweet Deal for Dictators
10 Months on Bricks

100 Cities
Told Story
Of Colgate
• BERKELEY—Every local union in the hundred largest cities
of the United States recently received a letter from the Local 6
Colgate strike committee, including a thank you note for support
of the strike and boycott, and a
report of latest developments in
the company's"take-it-or-leave-it"
refusal of decent collective bargaining.

No. 0000

LONGSHORE AND CLERKS/ BALLOT
International Longshoremen's &

(To be torn off ballot
before voting)

Warehousemen's Union

OFFICIAL BALLOT
Results of Contract Opening of June 15, 1962
On June 22, 1962, the Joint Longshore and Clerks' Negotiating Committee signed a Memorandum of Agreement covering items negotiated
with the Pacific Maritime Association pursuant to the regular contract
opening of June 15, 1962. This Agreement provides for a firm three-year,
settlement running to June 15, 1965.

Worker Is
Forgotten
Man Again
WASHINGTON,D. C.—A new
sugar act that ignores decent
wages for sugar workers at home
and abroad while providing a bonanza for lobbyists and dictators
has been enacted by Congress.

The legislation extends provisions
relating to the domestic industry
through December 1966. Provisions
affecting purchase of foreign supplies run only to the end of 1964.
US producers in the continental
area, both beet and cane, are given
a bigger share of the domestic
The text of the Memorandum of Agreement of June 22, 1962 appears in
market, and a modified premium
full as a special supplement to the. Dispatcher in the issue of June 29,
payment, plan is continued for a
- The letter, sent to thousands of
substantial share of foreign sugar.
locals from the Pacific to the At1962. The voting occurs on the Memorandum of Agreement.
Hawaii's status remains virtually unlantic and up into Canada, was
changed under the new act.
mailed by volunteers who have been
BENEFITS MONOPOLY
manning the picket line for ten full
Refiners were the other main US
months as this issue of The Disbeneficiary. They were given a virpatcher goes to press. The strike
tual monopoly over refining of imstarted on September 15, 1961.
ported raw cane sugar for domestic
,NOTE: The Coast Negotiating Committee unanimously recommends a
DETERMINED TO WIN
consumption.
"YES" vote.)
In its message to fellow trade unA joint demand by the ILWU, the
ions around the nation, Local 6 strikTeamsters, the United Packinghouse
ers said:
i The result of the referendum must be reported to the Coast Committee
Workers, and the Distillery Workers,
"Our membership is determined,
on or before JULY 23, 1962, and the ballots returned shortly thereafter.
calling for an end to government.„
despite all the hardships of this proapproved substandard wages for
tracted strike, to see this fight
field
workers, was rejected.
Above
is
the
ballot
presented
last
week
to West Coast locals of ILWU longthrough to an honorable conclusion.
Given the cold shoulder by house
shoremen
and
clerks.
We feel that the basic issues involved
and senate committees considering
in this strike affect the entire labor
the extension legislation, and
movement."
snubbed by the Administration and
In detailing the background and
the AFL-CIO brass, the union-spondevelopments of the strike against
sored amendment reached a floor
Colgate, Local 6 pointed to some of
vote in the senate June 29. It was
the reasons "the strike certainly
defeated 57 to 29, with an additional
should be of concern to the entire
6 Senators being recorded for the
labor movement." Colgate-Palmolive
SAN FRANCISCO — Secret ment (published in full in The Dis- proposal.
Company:
WAGE FOUNDATION
patcher, June 29).
•Laid down a hard position on a referendum balloting is underSponsors and industry elements
Under consideration is a 44 cents alike were surprised by the comparatake-it-or-leave-it basis;
•Refused to recognize industry or way, or immediately scheduled, per straight-time-hour wage pack- tively strong showing. Several comarea wages and conditions estab- in all ILWU longshore and clerks age spread over three years: 18 mented that the 35 favorable votes
cents in 1962, and 13 cents in both
lished through much effort over the
laid a foundation for upgrading
San
Diego
to
the
Cafrom
locals
1963 and 1964. For clerks, the inyears;
sugar field hand wages at the adcrease
will
be
20
cents
in
1962,
and
• Refused to honestly negotiate or to nadian border, on the three-year
141
/
2 cents in each of the next two ministrative level.
arbitrate differences in any manner,
Passage of the legislation replacsigned
June
22
by
agreement
years.
'shape or form;
ing a law expiring July 1 came after
In
addition
to wages, improved extensive changes in the Senate and
•Toughened up its position by mak- ILWU and PMA after almost six
vacation schedules and other fringe in the press to the effect that welling far worse proposals after eight weeks of negotiations.
benefits were -conclued by the' pact. heeled lobbyists, representing over
months of strike. Noted here was the
Result of the referendum must be These include four-week vacations
proposal to eliminate both the hiring
twenty-two foreign nations, had
reported to the Coast Committee for men with 20 qualifying years in- swarmed
hall and wash-up time.
over Capitol Hill.
here by July 23. If the agreement is stead of the present 25 years, and
At one stage Senator J. W. FullTHE SAME ROUTE
voted up, wage increases are sched- reduction of qualifying hours for bright
declared that "the lobbyists
"The more such big business tac- uled to go into effect July 30.
men 60 years or over from the pres- on Capitol Hill working on the sugar
tics succeed," the letter said, "the
All dock locals have held meet- ent 1344 to 1200, and from 800 to bill are thick as flies."
more it encourages other employers ings, stop-work or regular, to discuss 700.
HIGH-PRICE LOBBY
(ContinNed on Page 3)
fully the pros and cons of the agreeThe agreement also includes a rePresident Kennedy later took up
view of manning, several changes the same theme at his press conferrelative to four-hour minimums, ence, voicing sharp criticism over
high-piling and jobs of short dura- what he described as the high-paid
tion. Both sides re-affirmed their efforts by lobbyists to influence Congress in handling out premium price
"AT&T has successfully avoided regulation on earth. Divine opposition to discrimination.
The three-year agreement pro- import quotas to foreign countries.
guidance would be necessary to regulate AT&T if it is permitted
A full-scale investigation of the
vides for a June 15, 1965, opening to
to expand itt domain into space."
review wages and all other matters sugar lobbying scandal was ordered
except the M&M and Pension agree- by the Senate Foreign Relations
NTurn to back page for name of author.)
ments.
(Continued on page 4)
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NO

Referendum Is Underway
On 3-Year Wage Pact
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By Harry Bridges
WE'D SETTER
IN4ECT Ago-NER,
VOT OF
mitbismi pojEguE

sYR0P!

(Mr. Bridges is on vacation.)

Proposition 24 May Be
Rightist Campaign Stick

SACRAMENTO — A time- cil, which Nixon labeled
bomb for labor and liberals "left-wing."
Brown refused to repudiate
in the State of California—
with the innocent title of the CDC endorsement, but
Proposition 24—will be pre- there are signs that some
sented to the State voters in Democratic politicians are
anxious to pull in their heads
the November election.
It is also known as the and maybe even add their
Francis Amendment and its voices to a growing anti-leftpurpose is to act more as a wing campaign.
shotgun than a bomb, being
A "FATAL" FLAW
called an all-purpose piece
Nixon, during the petition
of anti-Communist legisla- campaign, said he
opposed
tion—perhaps the most all- Proposition 24 on
inclusive witch-hunting grounds that it had "a the
fatal
measure ever to be proposed constitutional flaw."
for the State Constitution.
This was the same one that
The proposal was named prompted the Los Angeles
after Assemblyman Louis Times to oppose the initiaFrancis of San Mateo, a lame tive. It is a provision that
duck politician who was the permits any grand jury, the
author of the initiative meas- attorney general, any court,
ure.
officer, board or any other
•
SEEK TO EMBARRASS
agency of government to deThe ultra right is expected clare any organization or
to try to make it a source of groups of individuals as
embarrassment for liberal "Subversive" or a "Commucandidates in the November nist-front," or "Communist
election and stampede as action" organization.
many as they can into a form
Nixon, however, said pubof red-baiting that could be licly that he hoped to find
fatal to their campaigns some other means to achieve
while at the same time ob- the same end the Francis
scuring any real issues of the Amendment seeks.
election.
Lawyers in the State CapiA wide spectrum of politi- tol have made the point that
cal opinion spoke sharply the Francis measure might
F YOU SEE a horse and buggy breezing son Medicare Bill they even contend it is against signing the petition pass and become part of our
I along one of the
modern freeways you their right to refuse to treat a patient if while it was being circulated. law to harass and intimiwill be seeing a ghost that organized medi- the government pays the bill, their theory This included the ultra-Re- date and persecute a wide
cine continues to insist is real.
being that it is tainted money easing the publican Los Angeles Times, variety of people who might
The old gray mare not only ain't what she way to the complete socialization of medi- the San Francisco News Call, be no more than run-of-thethe California State Federa- mill liberals until it is
used to be, she ain't even there anymore, cine.
tion of Labor (AFL-CIO), challenged in court, and
and neither is the old doctor-patient relaand a number of assembly- eventually found to be untionship of which she was a sort of symbol
EAD ON CHALLENGE to the right of the men who made public state- constitutional. While it's ala century ago. If, indeed, there remains any
people to enact legislation to assure ments against the initiative. most certain to be detervestige of a doctor-patient relationship its
care for all has been made in Sasmedical
Governor Edmund E. mined to be unconstitutional
symbol should rightly be a capital S with
katchewan, a province in Canada. There the Brown declared, "This is an the fact remains, attorneys
two stripes down the middle.
refusing to work because the initiative petition that never point out, that a great many
The doctor-patient relationship once doctors are
put into effect a provincial should receive the support of people will suffer from the
province
has
might have been defined as a rapport of
health plan patterned after the National the people of California."
scatter-gun effects just as
confidence between a patient and the old
Great Britain. These doctors
Political commentators in hundreds of seamen suffered
general practitioner, particularly the coun- Health Plan of
collective action which a the State Capitol now are loss of livelihood before the
try doctor who rode circuit and was privy are carrying out a
New Jersey has threat- concerned whether Francis courts caught up with Truto both the physical and moral weaknesses group of doctors in
passage of the Medicare and his right-wing cohorts man's Coast Guard screenof the families he served, and knew about ened in event of
doubt that they are will use the initiative as a ing.
and advised on financial matters as well. bill. And there is little
encouragement
from the means of attacking any
getting
plenty
of
EASY TO HIT UNION
He diagnosed, prescribed, treated and operAssociation and its coun- candidates who do not speak
American Civil Liberated when necessary. He was trusted and American Medical
The
terpart in Canada.
strongly in favor of the prothe Hippocratic oath guided him.
News recently reUnion
ties
The issue is headed for showdown posal which pretends to be
This is the anachronistic image that
initiative as "a
the
to
ferred
North American continent. merely anti-Communist. It is
organized medicine attempts to project throughout the
witch-hunting bill to end all
has public hospital care. assumed most candidates are
All
Canada
already
through Madison Avenue advertising dewitch-hunting bills and it
More and more people are growing con- going to be asked to take a
vices. It's phony.
Will
be the rallying point of
cerned at the high cost of medical care. It stand for or against the
the numerous extreme right
is our guess that if the doctors persist in issue.
organizations in this
NIXON SEEKS WEDGE
yr°DAY'S MEDICINE is a highly special- their blind, unreasoning objection to the
state .. ."
'
ized science. Its ability to diagnose dis- mild reform that the King-Anderson bill
The Los Angeles county
Under the Francis Amendonly
will
build
a
would
bring
about,
they
eases and physical and mental disorders and
chairman of the California ment it is relatively easy, the
result
sooner
will
successfully treat them has grown to once storm of bitterness that
to Combat Com- ACLU lawyers noted, for an
it what they fear Committee
which circulated organization—even including
unbelievable proportions. It has made great than they are ready for
munism,
medicine.
and significant strides in the field of disease most—complete socialization of
petitions, estimates that a union—to be stigmatized as
To paraphrase the immortal Lincoln: You the
prevention. It has virtually wiped out some
than a million persons "Communist" or "Subvermore
people all the time,
of the killer diseases and appears on the can push around some
and therefore believes sive." If the House Unsigned,
and all people some of the time, but you
threshold of defeating cancer and heart disthe constitutional amend- American Committee merely
people all the time.
can't
push
around
all
ease. There can be no doubt that to its progment has more than a good uses such labels against any
ress and the dedicated men who brought it
organization or individuals,
chance to pass.
about we owe our enormously increased span
The existence of Proposi- under this amendment the
1.Ifr
NA.
of life expectancy.
tion 24 on the ballot, it was targets could be stigmatized
But while medicine has thus progressed
assumed here in the State in the same way within the
scientifically, the method of dispensing the
Capitol, may give Republican state, and that would be a
lUarehousemen's Union
benefits of its achievements have not kept Published by the International longshoremen's and
candidate Richard Nixon his final determination. Any
pace. Medical care has grown expensive and
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
much-desired opening wedge member of such a group
completely out of the price range of many, Published every two weeks by the International long. for a smear-campaign of would then be barred from
many people, most particularly and dra- shoremen's & Warehousemen's Union at 150 Golden
hysteria against Pat Brown.
teaching and holding public
matically in the instance of the aged who Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif. Second-Class PostNixon recently left no office or public employment.
In a recent edition of the
have only pensions or social security benefits age Paid at San Francisco, Calif. Subscriptions $2.00 doubt that he would make
the "left-wing support" issue Liberal Democrat, the
to sustain them. The doctors—or at least per year.
150 Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco 2, Calif.
a major campaign gambit amendment was described as
their official spokesmen—take the position
Phone PRospect 5-0533 or PRospect 5-2220
starting Soon—especially be- "a far-reaching incursion
that health is the concern of only themselves
J. R. ROBERTSON, cause
BRIDGES,
of plans to debate Upon freedom of speech and
and their patients, and none of the business HARRY
Vice President
President
LOUIS
GOLDBLATT,
Brown on TV. Already Nixon association that could bring
is
that
it
of the community;
solely up to the
Secretary-Treasurer
has attacked support that to California another fulldoctors to decide who shall have the benefit LINCOLN FAIRLEY
MORRIS WATSON,
Brown received from the blown period of McCarthyof their skills and for how much fee. In the
Information Director
Ilesearch Director
California Democratic Coun- ism."
ease of their opposition to the King-Ander(Deadline for next issue: July 23)
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AMA Still Says 'No'

„gap.

Last Effort
To Rescue
Medicare
WASHINGTON, D. C. — In a last
desperate effort to break a committee deadlock and pass some type of
"medicare" legislation, Senator Anderson of New Mexico, author of thd•
King-Anderson bill for health care
for the aged through Social Security,
introduced a new compromise bill
last week in the US Senate. The new
proposal was co-sponsored by 23 senators—five of them Republicans.
The compromise keeps the financial approach through the Social Security system, but a choice of private insurance partly paid for by the
government was added in an effort
to win support from GOP liberals.
Coverage for 2.5 million persons not
covered by Social Security was also
added.
At the same time the National
Council of Senior Citizens said it
had collected 2.5 million signatures
on petitions endorsing the Administration's plan to provide medical
care for the aged under Social Security.
The annual meeting of the American Medical Association in Chicago
heard Dr. Joseph Stettler, secretary
of the AMA's Council on Legislative
Activities, insist that an effective
lobby must be maintained to fight
the King-Anderson bill or any other
measure that would finance medical
care through Social Security.
CHANCES SLIM
The AFL - CIO immediately endorsed the compromise bill, but the
American Medical Association and
other business spokesmen continued
their vehement opposition to any
measure that included Social Security. ILWU Washington Representative Jeff Kibre, reported: "In the
House, the outlook remains cloudy;
the reactionary Rules Committee
may have the last word on whether
that chamber can vote on a health
care bill."
Another new feature of the compromise would put Social Security
money earmarked for medical care
into a trust fund apart from the
regular Social Security fund. The
plan would also permit states and
private insurance companies to take
part.
The estimated cost for a person
making $5200 a year would be about
$13 a year, with a similar sum from
his employer. For this, a person 65
or older would receive certain limited hospital, nursing home and outpatient care, plus repayment for
some drug costs.
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T wo women from the strikebound
gate-P mo e plant in BerkeCoialliv
ley which has been shut fight for exactly ten months as a result of management's stubborn refusal to bargain for decent wages and conditions, are seen
above as they take part in a recent mail barrage to inform unionists throughout
the country of the truth behind the Colgate strike story. They are Dorothy Bowens
and Virginia Aguirre, two of the many strikers who aided in the recent mailing
by the Local 6 strike committee to every local union in the 100 largest cities in
the United States.

P
Colgee StrikeMessavJ"`"

WHAT IS A NIXON is now a popular question game played in California—just as it was played nationally
in recent years. For Richard M.
Nixon a positive definition appears
most difficult—therefore most descriptions are n2gative; what he is
not is easier to deterMine than what
he is. Earl Warren, Jr., son of the
Chief .Justice of the Supreme Court
recently said Nixon: "Is a man who
is not a conservative, not a middleof-the-roader, not a bona fide liberal
—in fact not a bona fide anything."
Young Warren's only positive statement was that Nixon "can legitimately promise no more than four
years of mediocrity as head of this
State." The game goes on: What is a
Nixon? The answer beats us--and
may do the same to him.

"SILENT CAL" was the nickname
attached to a sterling New Englander dimly remembered as President Calvin Coolidge. One of his few
statements recorded for posterity
seems worth exhuming at this point:
"When more and more people are
thrown out of work, unemployment
results." While pondering the deeper
implications of this statement, one
may also understand why he was
known as Silent Cal. At least he
knew enough to keep his mouth shut
support from other unions. However, —most of the time.
(Continued from Page 1)
of this struggle, the
to go the same route with unions the duration
and the issues inpeople
of
number
they deal with."
formed a
have created a situation FOOLS AND ANGELS
The letter, addressed to all labor volved,
theme for famed British physicist
request
a
such
that
feel
we
where
organizations was, in addition to a
Watson-Watt, discoverer
part is reasonable and war- Sir Robert
background report, a thanks to all on our
of radar, at a recent New York meetyou
If
.
circumstances
the
by
ranted
who have provided financial support
of Scientists on
kind of contri- ing of the Congress
to the strike and the boycott within are able to make any
tests in high
atomic
where
Survival,
bution, it will certainly be appretheir home communities.
breach the
would
which
altitudes,
ciated and will help to alleviate some
"We sincerely thank you for any of the hardships created by this Van Allen Belt, were severely criticized as harmful tampering with
support you have been able to give lengthy strike.
unknown results. Said
nature—with
us up to this date and we request
The letter, signed by East Bay
your continued support," the Colgate Business Agent Paul Heide, con- Sir Robert: "Even in physics it is
undesirable that technological fools
strikers' message said.
cluded:
rush in where scientific
should
Three points were suggested by
our
extend
"We again wish to
which US trade unions can still help heartfelt thanks and appreciation angels fear to fly."
the Colgate strikers:
for your past consideration. It is this
• Advise your membership through type of solidarity demonstrated NOBEL PRIZE WINNER Linus Pauyour meetings, by communication or throughout the labor movement, ling tops a list of 186 persons suing
in whatever new media you may that will make it possible for us to the US government, asking a Federal
publish, that our strike against the retain our union, and to achieve a District Court injunction to put an
Colgate-Palmolive Company is still fair and honorable strike settlement. end to all American atmospheric
unsettled and urge them to refrain We shall report to you again as the testing. The same group filed court
action against the Soviet governfrom using Colgate-Palmolive prod- situation warrants."
ment in Moscow. Both suits claim
ucts for the duration of the strike.
there is "no such thing as a safe
(A list of products was attached.)
Local 43 Members See
dose of ionizing radiation."
• Address a letter to US Secretary of
Labor Arthur J. Goldberg, Washing- Dental Program Soon
LONGVIEW, Wash. — ILWU Local THIRTY-SIX YEARS of solid labor
ton, D. C., urging him to use the
authority of his office to bring about 43 panel workers will soon have a journalism was chalked up last
arbitration to end this protracted dental program identical with long- month by the East Bay Labor Jourshore dental programs in the North- nal, a good record in any man's book.
strike.
just rounding out
• Never before, during any strike sit- west, it was announced here. The The Dispatcher,
few
months, says "well
a
in
years
20
efinto
go
is
to
program,
expected
union,
our
local
involving
uation
done."
have we ever requested any financial fect some time this Fall.

C 1 ate Story old All
Cities
cals in 10

Canadian Labor Brands Doctors' Revolt 'Mutiny'
From the Dispatcher's Canadian Correspondent

What actually does the Saskatchewan medicare plan propose?
Where does the opposition come
from and why? Slanted, misleading
reports appearing in the daily commercial press make it difficult to
get any clear understanding of the
real issues. Here are facts:
The medicare plans is embodied
in the Medical Care Insurance Act
passed by the provincial government
headed by Premier Woodrow Lloyd
last fall. It went into operation July
1—the first medicare plan in North
America.
Aim of the plan'is to provide prepaid medical services to all Saskatchewan residents who need it with
the government paying the bills.
Services covered in the plan include
medical, surgical, maternity, anaethetic and specialist. Not included
are drugs, dentistry, ambulances,
provision of eye glasses and other
appliances. Already provided for by
other provincial health legislation
are cancer treatment, workmen's
compensation, hospitalization and
medical aid to old age pensioners.
The Act will be administered by a

Medical Care Insurance Commission
appointed by the government.
Payment to doctors will be at the
rate of 85 percent of the schedule of
minimum fees established by the
province's College of Physicians and
Surgeons. Under the Act:
• People may choose their own
doctors as they have always done.
• There is no interference with
doctor-patient relationships.
• There is no interference with
professional standards or professional independence.
• Under recent modifications, doctors have complete freedom to practice outside of the Act and still have
their patient's bills paid by the government.
Support for the Act is widespread
among the people who will benefit
from it, particularly among farmers
and in the trade unions.
The Canadian Labor Congress
voiced the feelings of many Canadians about the doctors' "strike"
when it said on July 5:
"It could be more properly described as a mutiny and deserves the
strongest condemnation by all
groups, which place any value On

democratic government and its procedures.
"In deserting their patients the
doctors have shown a callous disregard not only for the law, but for the
health and safety of the people of
the province."
Opposition to the plan is being led
by the doctors' organization — the
Saskatchewan College of Physicians
and Surgeons whose president is Dr.
H. D. Dagleish. It called a doctors'
"strike." The policies of this highly
centralized organization are decided
by a small group of wealthy and influential doctors who hold the threat
of severe discipline against any
member who might dare to disagree
with policies put forward by the
o
sh
sclueprp
Iea
p
ting the College are Boards
of Trade, Chambers of Commerce
and business groups strongly opposed to social welfare legislation.
Backing the Saskatchewan doctors
(or pushing them as some believe)
are the Canadian Medical Association
and the American Medical Association. Premier Lloyd recently drew
attention to American interference
by pointing to the striking "similar-

ity of attitude and language" of
these two groups.
"Those Saskatchewan leaders,"
said the Toronto Globe and Mail,
"supported, it must be suspected, by
the Canadian and American Medical
Associations, are fighting, not this
particular medical insurance plan,
but any form of government health
insurance anywhere on this continent."
Behind the scenes, supplying
money and direction, are the insurance companies, most of them US
owned, who stand to lose under the
plan. The daily commercial press and
radio, both highly monopolized, have
joined the drive to defeat the medicare plan and slant, distort and
withhold news from the people.
Boiled down to its essentials, the
doctors' position seems to be that
their profession is above controls or
criticism, above the law, above the
legislature, above the people. No
government has any right, they say,
to bring in health legislation that
does not meet with their approval or
that in any way limits their powers
or actions or that directly or indirectly limits their right to charge as
much as they please.
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More on: Sugar Worker Still 'Forgotten Man
(Continued from Page 1)
Committee. It will be a year-long,
far-ranging inquiry headed up by
Senator Fullbright.
At stake in the lobbying was what
Senator Paul Douglas termed a $550
million "bonus" or "premium" paid
by US consumers for sugar. Of this,
he estimated that $330 million goes
to domestic producers and $220 million to foreign suppliers.
The premium payment,said Douglas, represents the difference between the cost of sugar to US consumers under a government-controlled pricing system and the price
at which sugar sells on the world
market. That difference, he figured,
is presently $56 a ton for the 9.7 million tons consumed in this country.
MEAGER WAGES
That little of this premium or
"subsidy"—as Douglas also called it
—filters down to the workers was
brought out in union testimony
which revealed hourly Wages of 36
50 and 60 cents for thousands of
sugar laborers working under the
framework of the Sugar Act.
Miat happens to premium payments in foreign countries was exposed by Senator Douglas during
senate debate. Hourly wage rates for
field hands in Latin American countries, he said, ranged from 10 to 27
cents an hour. For the Republic of
China (Formosa), which received a
generous quota, the wage rate was
12
cents an hour.
"The plain facts are," said the Illinois Senator, "that not much of
the prosperity of the planters trickles down to the workers."
Senator Joseph Clark of Pennsylvania summed up the meaning of
the sugar legislation by saying it
meant bowing "to the most gigantic
lobby ever seen."
WAGE ISSUE
In turning down the union-sponsored proposal to guarantee field
workers a decent minimum wage,
Congress was brought face-to-face
with this issue for the first time
since 1937 when the existing wage
provision was put into the Sugar
Act.
The legislative campaign around
the wage problem was developed by
the unions representing the bulk of
organized workers within the industry, the ILWU, the Teamsters, the
Packinghouse Workers, and the Wine
and Distillery Workers.
Testifying before House and Senate committees, the union witnesses
underscored the point that the sugar
program has built-in protection to
the tune of millions of dollars for
growers, processors, and refiners.
Meanwhile, most field hands are
forced to accept substandard wages.
The existing minimum wage provision, the unions jointly charged, is
"meaningless."
GOLDBLATT TESTIMONY
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt, appearing before the
House Agriculture Committee,stated
that Department of Agriculture wage
determinations merely "follow what
is the prevailing wage" in the various sugar producting areas.
"How else," he asked,"can one explain a 'fair and reasonable' minimum wage of $1.46 in Hawaii (the
union rate for Labor Grade I) and a
wage of 60 cents in Louisiana for the
same crop year?"
"No genuine concept of a minimum wage," continued Goldblatt,
"should justify any such differentials as this. Congress itself, in setting the FLSA minimum, has recognized that a minimum wage should
be national and not regional."
Summarizing the ILWU position,
Goldblatt declared: "We feel strongly that the primary purpose of the
wage determination section of the
Sugar Act must be to bring the wages
of the sugar workers into line with
the Fair Labor Standards Act ...
"We see no way to justify continuation of an act whereby growers,
processors, industrial users—or for
that matter, the US Treasury—are
well provided for while the worker

/
1
2,

/
1
2

in the field remains the forgotten
man."
The unions sought committee approval of a bill originally introduced
in the House by Representative Dan
Inouye of Hawaii. Its principal object was to make minimum wage
rates for field hands conform with
the FLSA.
A companion bill was offered in
the Senate by Senator Eugene McCarthy, a member of the Finance
and Agriculture committees. The
bill's co-sponsors included Senators
Neuberger, Young of Ohio, Gruening,
Fong, Humphrey, Bartlett, Long of
Hawaii, Engle, Hickey, Burdick, and
Williams of New Jersey.
The Inouye-McCarthy amendment
was rejected by House and Senate
committees considering the Sugar
Act legislation. It was finally brought
up on the Senate floor as an amendment to the bill drafted by the Finance Committee.
ADEQUATE RETURN
Urging favorable action, Senator
McCarthy, a longtime leader in minimum wage legislation, told the Senate:
"So long as the price support program (for sugar) provides adequate
prices and adequate support to those
who produce sugar and those who
process it, we ought to provide an
adequate return for those who work
in the beet fields, the cane fields, and
the processing plants."
The Minnesota Senator was joined
in floor debate by Senators Fong,
Williams and Morse.
Calling attention to what he described as an "amazing increase in
productivity of the sugar industry,"
Fong stated that the benefits from
this advance "has been shared with
only a relatively few of the sugar
workers," adding:
"Thousands of these workers continue to receive meager pay."
The Island Senator pointed out
that Hawaiian sugar, produced on
the basis of the highest wages In the
industry, went into the same market
as low cost sugar from Louisiana and
Puerto Rico.
"So we in Hawaii," he stated, "are
concerned not only from the standpoint of humanitarianism, but also
from the standpoint of competition."
Noting that the amendment would
probably fail, Senator Fong urged
the "Secretary of Agriculture, under
his clear statutory authority, to take
corrective steps. He is empowered to
raise minimum wages; and he should
do so in the very near future."
SUPPORT BY MORSE
This point was buttressed by Senator Morse, who presented a lengthy
analysis of the 1937 wage provision
of the Sugar Act as it related to the

legislative history of the Fair Labor
Standards Act.
The Oregon senator then told the
Senate, "there is substantial ground
to assert that the 'fair and reasonable' provision" of the Sugar Act
"should have provided wage rates
equal to, if not higher than, the Fair
Labor Standards Act minimum."
The legislative history, he argued,
"demonstrates that the issue before
us now is not a substantive change
in the minimum wage provision of
the Sugar Act, but a clarifying
amendment designed to bring to the
sugar workers the wage rates to
which they were properly entitled all
these years."
Leading the fight against the
amendment were Senators Long of
Louisiana and millionaire oil-man
Kerr of Oklahoma. The burden of
their case was that FLSA wages for
sugar workers would upset the prevailing agricultural labor situation.
The 35 votes recorded for the
amendment embraced a near unanimous stand by West Coast, Hawaiian,
and Alaskan Senators. The only Senator of this group voting against the
proposal was Henry Jackson of
Washington.
In the House, the Inouye bill was
foreclosed from floor debates as the
result of a "closed rule" obtained by
the Agriculture Committee. This
parliamentary device prohibits
amendments and, for all practical
purposes, confines discussion to a
committee-approved bill.
UNDER THE RUG
Speaking out against the closed
rule, Representative James Roosevelt
told the House "it would be a serious
mistake to sweep" the wage issue
"under the rug."
"As one who recognizes the need
for a sugar program," Roosevelt said,
"I say it is a critical mis-step to deprive the House of an opportunity
to discuss and correct the miserable
conditions forced on the thousands
of sugar workers under our existing
sugar program." He concluded:
"The public will not long tolerate
a program that protects, at considerable public expense, the grower,
the processor, the industrial users
and others, but fails to protect the
workers."
Urged on by Representative Harold Cooley, popularly known as the
"Sugar Czar of the House," and a
swarm of lobbyists, the lower chamber whizzed through the sugar bill
in hours.
'SWEET,BONANZA'
Typical of press comment was this
excerpt, as inserted in the Congressional Record, from a story in the
Washington Daily News:
"The sugar bill which passed the
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House on Tuesday provided lobbyists
with the sweetest bonanza they have
tasted in many a year.
"A score of capital lawyers and
lobbyists will collect fees totaling
more than half a million dollars from
foreign sugar producers who would
be the chief beneficiaries of the
House-passed bill.
"Most of the lobbyists are prominent Democrats—although the Kennedy administration strongly opposed the bill because of the huge
windfall it would give to the foreign
sugar interests represented by the
lobbyists.
"The lobbyists include a former
Cabinet member, several former
White House aides and a former
member of Congress—all Democrats.
Their fees range from $5,000 to a
'contingent fee' that could climb to
$114,000 if the House-approved bill
also clears the Senate...."
SWEET DEALS
Subsequently, the New York Times
published a lengthy sequel to this
and other items detailing the lobby
story. The Times article, said to be
based on "secret documents of the
Trujillo dictatorship, now published
for the first time," outlines a picture
of intensive Dominican lobbying
aimed at influencing the House AgComm ee.
en
res ve
uxl u
ricE
documentary evidence is
cited, all pointing toward a cozy relationship between the Trujillo lobbyists and the top people of the
House committee. This committee, it
should be understood, originates
sugar bills and therefore generally
sets their Pattern, whether it be the
question of sugar wages or quotas for
foreign suppliers.
The Times story notes that the
Trujillo agents mention "again and
again" the name of "Representative
Harold D. Cooley, Democrat of North
Carolina." Cooley, as the Times reminds its readers, is chairman of the
House Agriculture Committee "and
the most influential man in Congress
on sugar legislation."
The secret reports, the story asserts, "cover conversations and
meetings in recent years in which,
the Dominican informants said, Mr.
Cooley assured them he would firmly
support Dominican sugar interests,
give them advice on how to go about
their lobbying and informed them of
his efforts to favor Dominican sugar
in the United States market."
The article goes on to cite several
actions of Mr. Cooley in behalf of
Dominican sugar even after diplomatic relations were broken with the
Trujillo dictatorship. The latest item,
says the Times, was a provision in
the House bill reimbursing Dominican interests for the proceeds of a
special tax imposed on imports of
their sugar last year.
After reviewing the various documents,the Times story says Trujillo's
concern with the House Agriculture
Committee went back at least to
1955 when the Dominican government invited the entire committee
and its staff to visit the country at
Its expense.
leIy
P,
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S the story
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en
AtYgoes on, "chose not to go, but his
sister, Mrs. Mabel Downey—then a
committee clerk—and his daughter
and his son-in-law went."
The article says the Trujillo archives turned up a letter written to
Generalissimo Trujillo by Representative Poage, vice-chairman of the
committee, and another by Mr.
Cooley's sister on behalf of the staff,
thankingthe dictator for his warm
hospitality.
Poage, who presided over the hearing when union witnesses argued
vainly for decent wages to US field
workers, was reported to have tossed
off this bouquet to Trujillo:
"You, sir, are to be congratulated
t
uw
pe
ontyt-hfeive yacheiaervsTents of the last
Among those "achievements" was
a wage for sugar workers that, having reached 25 cents an hour last
year after a reported 300 percent increase, stood at less than 10 cents
an hour.
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Coast Commemorates Bloody Thursday
Ports Shut
As Dockers
Recall'34

Photos by The Dispatcher and Portland Reporter

On July 5, 1962, which fell on a Thursday, members of a
number of unions in San Francisco joined in Bloody Thursday rites at the spot on Steuart near Mission Street where
two men, Nicholas Bordoise, a cook who came to help the
strikers, and war veteran Howard Sperry, a longshoreman,
fell July 51 1934. Seen above (top panel) are Claude
Saunders, William Chester (ILWU Northern California Re"gional Director, partially hidden), Joe Sanchez, Albert
James, all of Local 10; Peter Binervia, Marine Firemen;
Tom Prince, Sailors Union of the Pacific; J. J. Murphy,
W. F. Mills, M. H. Madsen, all of the Marine Engineers;
George Woolf, Local 10 pensioner; an unnamed member

of the SUP; Walter Nelson, Local 10 president, Martin
Callaghan, Local 10; John Holmes and John Forstedt,
Local 10 pensioners. At the lower right are part of hundreds of waterfont workers who participated in the yearly
rites at Battleship Oregon Park on the Portland waterfront.
Note newspaper and TV cameramen pressing forward to
get pictures of the traditional wreath cast into the Willamette River (inset, center). Coast Committeeman, L. B.
Thomas (left panel) spoke at the memorial meeting, where
he linked the struggles of the past and present. Bloody
Thursday, he described as "ILWU's own Independence
Day." (See story right column.)

CRDC Asks Action on Poison Gas,Job Dangers
VANCOUVER,Wash.—Delegates to of Local 8, a committee was apthe Columbia River District Coun- pointed to bring the question of safer
cil's July meeting focused on the equipment to the July 17 area labor
problem of saving waterfront work- relations committee in Portland.
ers from the dangers of carbon mon- H. Heino, Local 21, Fred Huntsinger,
Local 8, and CRDC secretary Max
oxide poison.
The CRDC discussion was touched Houser were named.
The CRDC recommendation was
off by reports of an incident last
week at Longview in which six men made after it was brought out that
were made ill or overcome by the , research into the hazards of carbon
monoxide poison made by Eddie
lethal fumes.
Involved were members of two Jones of Local 8 showed that a man
river locals-50 and 21. Three men who has been affected could even
"make it home to die in bed," withwere hospitalized.
On the suggestion of Everett Ede out realizing he had received a

lethal dose, since the poison is accumulative in the human system,
and the gas is colorless and odorless.
"The way things are, we are letting
them play Russian roulette with the
guys' lives," Huntsinger said, in grim
summary.
The meeting featured reports of
organizational activity in the Vancouver area. They were sparked by
the presence of Eileen N. Bergeron,
chairman of a plant committee to
organize the local Jantzen knitting
mills.

From San Diego to the south and
far northward to Alaska ILWU longshoremen and clerks remembered
Bloody Thursday, July 5, 1934, when
men were killed in the historic strike
that gave new birth to maritime
trade unionism on the Pacific Coast.
Not alone the ILWU, but other maritime unions as well paused to recall
and pay homage to those who died,
for all men who work ashore or
afloat had a stake in that strike, and
all won a greater degree of security
and dignity as a result of that struggle.
UNITY IN SF
In San Francisco, where police and
troop violence led to the historic
1934 general strike, traditional
wreaths and honor guards were seen
at Steuart near Mission Street, scene
of the death of two men.
Walter Nelson, Local 10 president
and Morris Weisberger, Sailors
Union of the Pacific head, both made
statements calling attention to
Bloody Thursday and its significance
for union men.
Standing together on the scene
were members of ILWU locals, longshore and clerk pensioners, representatives of the SUP, Marine Engineers, Marine Firemen and others.
PEDRO BLOOD BANK
In the Los Angeles-Long Beach
Harbor area, ILWU members, in addition to the traditional mourning
wreaths, spent their day collecting
blood for the union blood bank. A
total of 353 pints of blood were
donated, plus a contribution of
$1,000 to process the blood.
In Seattle, ILWU held a brief but
solemn waterfront ceremony honoring union men who gave their lives
during the historic strike. Wreaths
from Local 19 and the Pensioner's
Club were dropped into Elliott Bay.
Seattle had two victims of employer inspired violence.
PORTLAND REMEMBERS
In Portland, members of seven
Columbia river locals and several
auxiliaries joined in the funeral
march and seawall ceremonies sponsored by Local 8 in memory of the
dead of Bloody Thursday.
The traditional rites drew ILWU
members from many sections of
Oregon and Washington as well as
people from other walks of organized
labor. Their presence symbolized the
"unity and solidarity with all working people" which main speaker L. B.
Thomas of the Coast Committee
stressed as an ILWU goal.
Unity was needed in '34, Thomas
declared, to win the union's objectives of that time. "And it is needed
today, here and throughout the
world, as we struggle for peace and
social justice.
"We have made progress, but we
must never let down our guard," he
warned. "The minute we forget the
struggles of the past will be the
minute we start to fall apart."
COOS BAY RITES
The struggle, Thomas said, which
In 1934 "was concerned with the
right to be recognized and to negotiate a coast-wide contract" may have
moved,in part, to the political arena,
where "gains made on strike fronts
can be wiped out by the stroke of a
pen."
He described the fight for shorter
hours as a main issue, then and now.
With millions of unemployed
throughout the country, "we must
fight for the right to lower the work
week, and the work day."
At North Bend, Oregon, Local 12's
observance featured a Sunrise Service in the hiring hall, with International Representative James S.
Fantz as principal speaker.
Fantz emphasized the longshoremen's struggle to develop a democratic union and to retain the democratic heritage forged in the
suffering of Bloody Thursday.
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these early years. Children of preschool age may need new shoes every
two months or oftener. Even twentyshoes every
VHE BUYER must still beware of year-olds may need new
six months, because the heel bone
advertising claims that a food has not finished growing.
product will help take off excess
Some common foot ailments can
.pounds. Here are several recent ex- be prevented or treated simply. Corns
amples:
and calluses are the body's defense
• A quantity of "Meadow Gold against continued pressure. A thin
Cheez" was seized last month pad with a hole in the center gives
by the federal Food and Drug Ad- relief for the hard corn. A bit of
ministration. The government lamb's wool makes the soft corn beagency charged the product was tween the toes more comfortable. If
misbranded because the label falsely pain continues, professional help is
stated the food is an uncreamed low needed.
calorie cottage cheese and will proILWU families in service plans
mote slimness. FDA said the produCt should ask their doctor for treatfails to conform to the established ment or referral to the proper destandard for cottage cheese.
partment. At Kaiser in San Fran• 22,100 cans of "Dinner Cocktail cisco, for instance, the minor
Tomato Bouillon Appetizer" were surgery department takes care of
seized in June by the Food and Drug calluses and corns.
Administration. In this case, the
Insured, coverage for ILWU memcharge was that the product "is bers includes payment for treating
falsely promoted as low in calories foot ailments under medical care or
and high in nourishment to supply surgical benefits, depending on the
all of the body's daily protein needs." kind of treatment. The insured plans
The agency said the product con- pay for physicians' care, or for treattains less than 1 percent protein, ment by podiatrists or chiropodists.
an amount of little value.
These are specialists in foot troubles
• The book "Calories Don't Count" who are not M.D.'s, but are licensed
was denounced last week by George by the state to practice their speP. Larick, Food and Drug Adminis- cialty.
tration Commissioner as a deliberate
effort to promote the sale of worthless dietary pills.
The books theme is that overweight people can eat as much as
they want, without counting caloPORTLAND — John Parks, presiries, as long as they include a lot of dent of Local 8, is one of 11 men
"unsaturated" fats in their diet. The Governor Hatfield has named to the
FDA said Dr. Herman Taller, the new Oregon advisory committee of
book's author; two officials of Simon the federal manpower development
and Schuster Publishing Company and training act.
who published the book; and the
The committee will oversee the
Cove Vitamin and Pharmaceutical
and reemployment guidretraining
Company held financial interest in
program being set up under
a corporation set up to promote sales ance
federal coordination for individuals
of pills put out by the drug comby automation and
pany. The capsules, called CDC displaced
needs.
job
in
changes
(Calories Don't Count), contain safSelection of the Local 8 official is
flower oil, a polyunsaturated fat.
viewed as a tribute to ILWU's pioneer effort to solve problems of auCan't Lose Weight
tomation. Harry E. Williams, president of the Portland Firefighters
By Ignoring Calories
Association, is the other labor memHE THEORY a person can ignore ber.
calories and lose weight by eating such fats as safflower oil , is
false, the FDA Commissioner said,
and anyway the capsules in question
have so little of the oil its effect
would be insignificant.
The US Food and Drug AdminisBaby teeth of chilST. LOUIS
tration carries on a continuing program to correct false and misleading dren born here in 1956 contain fifclaims of food value on food labels, teen times more radioactive stronand to keep consumers informed of tium 90 than the same teeth from
questionable claims by processors children born in 1947, before hydrogen bomb testing began.
and manufacturers.
This finding, reported in the June
The best plan to get the most in
nutrition for your food dollar is to 15th Dental Times, is based on exavoid new products which make amination of 5,000 teeth donated to
fancy claims, at least until you check science by St. Louis school children.
Strontium 90 is the radioactive
with your own doctor. Eat a balanced diet. Include meat, fish, eggs
or cheese. Add fresh vegetables and
fruit in season. Milk and whole grain
cereals such as whole wheat bread
or unpolished rice are impori:ant too.
If you are overweight, increase the
SAN RAFAEL — Terri Thomas,
protein foods (meat, fish, cheese,
Coast Committeeeggs) and cut down on starches and daughter of ILWU chalked up the
Thomas,
B.
L.
man
pounds.
extra
the
off
take
to
sweets
enviable record of
top honor student
Your Feet Take
on the scholarship rolls of San
A Lot of Punishment
Rafael High
School. Terri, who
NerOUR FEET carry you seven to ten
will be 16 in Aumiles each day, and absorb 1,000
gust and enters
pounds of punishment doing it. It's
her junior year
not surprising 80 percent of us have
next semester,
some kind of foot trouble by the age
was the only stuof 20.
dent who received
Yet 99 percent of all feet are per21 points, which
fect at birth. Many doctors believe
a student
number
the
highest
is
shoes.
is
feet
with
the main trouble
the honor
It takes ten years to grow the many can get. She has been on
junior
tiny bones in the foot and special roll through every year in
senior
high.
and
during
needed
is
shoes
care in fitting

Buyer Must Beware of
Phony Reducing Aids

B.looming along with everybody else at San Francisco s pier 35 recently was Local 10 longshoreman
Frank Drayl.on, who received a "South Seas rose" from the pretty hands of Carol
Swartz of Matson Lines. Occasion was the flowery departure of the Monterey
on a six-weeks "flower lovers' cruise" through the South Seas. Over 101000 roses
decorated the ship.

Flower Lovers

Local 8 President
On Oregon Board

T

U Auxiliary News
SF Auxiliary's 'Open
Leer' Invites Women
To Join

SAN FRANCISCO — The following
open Letter to San Francisco women
was written by ILWU Auxiliary
No. 16:
Dear Sisters:
We are conducting an extensive
membership drive sponsored by the
ILWU and the Federated Auxiliaries.
All wives, sisters, mothers and

Dentists Find Strontium 90
Increasing in Baby Teeth

Honor Roll Topped
By Terri Thomar.

element produced by nuclear reactions which collects in parts of the
body, such as the teeth, where there
is a heavy concentration of calcium.
Analysis of these teeth shows a
steadily increasing concentration of
Strontium 90 from 1947 through 1956
reflecting heavier fallout from nuclear tests, according to the Dental
Times. Part of a long-range study
known as the St. Louis Baby Tooth
Survey, this early report is based on
examination completed by a research
team from the Washington University School of Dentistry.
CHECKED MILK
The survey was begun in 1958 in
St. Louis after spot checking of milk
supplies by the Public Health Service showed a continuing high level
of strontium 90 in milk in the area.
Coordinating the study is the Citizens- Committee for Nuclear Information, whose 5,000 members include local scientists, civic leaders,
businessmen, teachers, housewives
and many others.
The findings of this current part
of the study are based on teeth shed
by children who were bottle-fed as
infants. Earlier studies indicate bottle-fed babies collect more of the
radioactive substance in their teeth
than children who were breast-fed
for at least the first four months of
their life, said Dr. Harold L. Rosenthal, head of the investigation.

daughters of members,"B" or permit
men are eligible for membership.
This also includes the women relatives of warehousemen.
Are you interested in becoming a
member? We think you should be
because your family livelihood depends on union policies and everything affecting labor is of utmost importance to all of us today.
It may be community service, visiting the men who are ill and in the
hospital, or assisting our pensioners,
or our own members. Very often we
can be of assistance to our men in
legislative issues.
No one's effort is too small!
Our meetings are held at 150
Golden Gate Ave. Our next meeting
is at night—August 2-8 p.m. This
will be followed by a day meeting—.
September 6-1 p.m.
If you would like to have an auxiliary member contact you, please
phone our membership chairman,
Florence Faggot at MA 1-1392 or
Cloie Trammell, VA 4-2902.
We sincerely want you as a member.
Fraternally,
Cloie Trammell, vice-president
and Federated organizer.

Vancouver Auxiliary Holds
Shindig for Oldfimers
VANCOUVER, B. C. — Longshore
and warehouse pensioners and - their
wives were guests of Auxiliary 30 at
the annual smorgasbord and dance
in the Hastings Auditorium on June
16. An enjoyable evening was had by
all, it was reported by Mrs. E. C.
Grewcutt, Auxiliary reporter.

Auxiliary-Pensioners
Plan July 19 Picnic
SEATTLE — The annual Seattle
ILWU picnic, jointly sponsored by
Auxiliary 3 and the Pensioner's Club,
will be held at Lincoln Park Thursday, July 19 starting at 11 a.m. A
picnic lunch, along with ice cream
and coffee, will be served all day.
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Puget Council Demands Study
Of Work Ills, Dock Hazards
SEATTLE--An all-out union cam- islature asks their support for the
paign for passage of codes to prevent measures and the appropriation of
and control occupational diseases "necessary funds to carry this proand for proper labeling of hazard- gram out. We cannot afford to sell
ous material has been launched by out the health of our workers and
the ILWU Puget Sound Council.
the welfare of their families. Let us
Glen C. Bierhaus, secretary, said all get together and move Washingthat the two-pronged political of- ton ahead in our safety program."
fensive has as its objectives:
Similar communications have been
• Adoption of the codes by the De- sent to the Advisory Committee and
partment of Labor & Industries;
the state legislators by the ILWU
• Appropriation by the state legis- Pensioner's Club. Secretary J. J.
lature of adequate funds to carry Whitney said the club will be repreout the programs.
sented at both hearings.
Bierhaus said that all ILWU locals
as well as other interested labor organizations are being urged to send
official representatives to two public
hearings to be held in Olympia during August. On August 15 a hearing
NORTH BEND,Ore.—A 15-cent per
is scheduled on the code covering
prevention and control of occupa- hour increase was won by boommen
tionally acquired diseases; on August affiliated to Local 12. An additional
20, a hearing on labeling of hazard- 11 cents will be paid into welfare.
Also provided for .is an eight hour
ous material.
The campaign was authorized by guarantee, if not called two hours
the unanimous vote of delegates to prior to starting time; and an inthe June 21 meeting of the Puget clement weather clause similar to
Sound Council. The action was taken the longshore contract clause.
following the reading of the codes
and a report by Donald Van Brunt, Federal Safely Pcsli
ILWU Representative on the GoverFor L©1 C0Mgkli
nor's Safety Advisory Committee.
PORTLAND—Eddie Jones of Local
Bierhaus said that letters from
the Council have been sent to mem- 8 has received an appointment as
bers of the Governor's Safety Advi- field consultant with the Bureau of
sory Committee asking full support Labor Standards' accident preven•
from all members at the public tion program.
hearings.
The young Portlander, now staLetters to all members of the leg- tioned in the San Francisco Bay
area, is a past business agent and
LRC member of Local 8. He had
Strikebrectring is Crime
represented the local at several caucuses and conventions, and was well
In New NY CH* Law
NEW YORK—The nation's largest known on the Columbia river fer his
city has just passed an ordinance, keen interest in every phase of wamaking it a crime for an employer terfront safety.
to import professional strikebreakers
Jones was on the local's executive
to replace employees during a legal board and a CIRDC delegate when he
strike or lockout. The measure, sup- was appointed to the federal post.
ported by Mayor Wagner and unanimously passed by the City Council,
defines a strikebreaker as any per- Penskmars hwFte—
son who "customarily and repeatedly lifisii,,l' Us at Fair'
offers himself for employment for
SEATTLE — ILWU members and
the duration of a strike or lockout." their families visiting the Seattle
The maximum penalty is one year in World's Fair are invited to take a
prison and a thousand dollar fine.
"coffee break" at the Pensioner's
Club in the Longshore Building, 84
Local 8 sects Bill Fisher to CRDC
Union Street. The club rooms are
PORTLAND — Bill Fisher, vice- open Monday through Friday from
president of Local 8 and a member 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Secretary J. J. Whitof the local's executive board, has ney said the club has had visitors
been elected to the Columbia River from ILWU locals in Long Beach,
District Council. He replaces Eddie San Francisco, Ketchikan and PortJones, who was appointed recently land in addition. to Puget Sound
to a federal safety job.
ports.
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LITTLE FISHES

LETTER from a friend states
that Leonard Bacon of 2217
Lincoln Way,San Francisco, a member of Local 10, is an avid angler.
"Len," says the friend who signs
himself Marty,"has a cabin at Sycamore Park on the Mokolumne river

A

Coos Bay Boommen
Win 2'c Pack. ge

the bottom with the weight, alternately raise and lower the rod tip.
If the herring are in you'll catch as
many as six at one time.
One advantage we found the
fresh-caught bait has over the frozen, and that is the lifelike, opalescent quality of the scales.
Members of the fresh-caught bait
fraternity say they will take two
salmon to the other fellow's one.
*

in the Delta area and knows some
good catfish holes as can be proven
by this photo. Besides fishing,
Leonard likes to 'cook out' as can be
attested by the friends who visit
him and will never forget his barbecue spare ribs and catfish."
*
*
MT'S THAT time of the year when
g; salmon are appearing in varying
numbers along the saltchuck areas
from Puget Sound down along the
coastal strip, Southward to San
Francisco Bay.
If you want to catch salmon, and
you're a "herring" advocate, dyedin-the-wool old timers will tell you
that the difference between a limit
or being skunked is fresh-caught
herring, jigged from the very waters
you plan to fish.
Jigging for herring is a lot of fun.
A typical herring leader is from four
to six feet in length. Enough lead is
secured to the free end of the leader
to get you on the bottom.
Tie a No. 6 gold or silver hook six
inches from the lead and five additional hooks on the leader spaced
about six inches apart. The bare
hook is enough to provoke the herring into striking, although some
herring jiggers force a small (3 mm)
red, fluorescent bead over the barb
so that it rests in the bend of the
hook.
Herring jiggers usually use a short

Port of Tacoma officials joined with ILWU Local 23 to open the
new longshore lunchroom and washroom building on the Port's
new $1 million bulk cargo handling Pier 7 on the Site= Waterway. In center Port Commission President M. S. Erdahl is
seen shaking hands with Loca l 23 President Carl Engels after officially turning over the facility to the lOngshoremen.
Others identified from left to right are: Fred Miller, Commissioner A. E. Blair, Roscoe Cox, Rudy Hardin, Frank Weick of
the port staff; Maury Arnestad, Commissioner Maurice Raymond, Chief Engineer Don Mosman, builder John Lade and
Ward Canada.

Tacoma Longshore Lunchroom

spin or casting rod. When you reach

*

*

ORTLANDER Dick Bailey ended
up on the short end of a "show
me" trip recently. Seems like Dick's
lady friend, Jo Ann Simms expressed
an interest in Dick's piscatorial ability on the saltchuck finsters and accompanied him on one of his jaunts
to the coast: Depoe Bay.
Dick showed Jo Ann how to rig up
and proceeded to take the lead with
three nice sea bass in a row. Then
Jo Ann came up from the outside
and scored with a pair of ling cod.
It was nick and tuck from there
on out with the lead passing from
one to another.
When the final score was posted
the master ran a close second. Student Jo Ann had copped first place

with more on the dock and the largest catch of the entire trip—a 25
pound ling.
But the most exciting episode of
the trip was a catch by Bailey and
his friend Howard Moore.
Dick was on the port side when his
rod tip went down like a fish hawk
after a floundering pilchard and at
that precise moment so did Howard's rod on the starboard side.
Both were oblivious to each other's
good fortune.
Dick would work his fish boatside,
lower the rod tip a bit and see the
fish take off on a mad dash under
the boat. Then it would be Howard's
turn to experience the same thing.
Well Dick finally pulled his to
within netting distance and when
the finster was netted (and later
flipped out of the net) Howard almost went over the side for the obvious reason that he was hooked to
the same fish.

Members of the ILWU in good
standing, their friends and members
of their family, can earn a pair of
the illustrated METRIC lure for
sending in a photo of a fishing or
hunting scene, and a few words as
to what the photo is about.
Send it to Fred Goetz, Dept. TDM,
8658 S.E. Ellis, Portland 66, Oregon.
We'd like to hear from some of the
old time correspondents.
Please state local affiliation.
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Book Review

'Burning Conscience Tells
Of a Flyer's Turn to Peace
IF

BURNING CONSCIENCE
By Claude Eatherly and
Gunther Anders
Preface by Bertrand Russell,
Monthly Review Press, New York
1962, 139 pages, $4.00
It has been said by some psychologists that if people acted individually as the nuclear-club nations act
In the mass they would be considered
stark-raving mad and would certainly be put away. The eminent
philosopher-mathematician Bertrand Russell—just turned 90 years
of age and still actively fighting for

BURNING CONSCIENCE

Dust Cover of New Book
peace—stated earlier in the year that
most people appear to be unaware
that the governments of East and
West are solemnly preparing to convince people to accept a large-scale
war. "If it were not happening," he
said, "I should have thought it inconceivable that ministers hitherto
uncertified (for insanity) could
calmly contemplate this wanton and
merciless disaster."
On the other side of the coin-we
discover that individuals who publicly oppose mass preparation for
mass-suicide are often treated as insane.
- Perhaps no better case in point
could be found then that of Claude
Eatherly, the man who was the pilot
of the "Straight Flush," the lead
plane that gave the go-ahead signal
to drop the first atomic bomb over
Hiroshima. Major Eatherly was big
news then—some seventeen years
ago—and he came home a hero. He
was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross.
Since then, Claude Eatherly has
been "news" on many occasions, and
few of them heroic. For his many
bizarre behavior patterns, for many
apparently anti-social acts this man
spent many years in and out of a
veteran's mental hospital in Texas.
WAKE UP SCREAMING
Eatherly was tortured with a sense
of overwhelming guilt, a self-blaming for the horrors that befell Hiroshima. In many ways often difficult
for the layman to understand he
called attention to his plight, to his
profound feelings of blame, to his
many futile attempts to call on his
countrymen to stop the drive toward
another war. Here's what he recently told a reporter:
"Hiroshima! How can I ever forget
it! Every night for fifteen years I
have dreamed about it! I see great
fires, boiling fires, crimson fires,
closing in on me. Buildings fall, children run—living torches with their
clothes aflame.
"'Why did you do it?' they scream.
'Why did you, do it?'
"I wake up paralyzed with fear,
screaming, sweating, because I have
no answer. One hundred thousand
people died at Hiroshima, and all because of me, all because I gave the
order."
Only recently he wrote from the
VA hospital ward,"It is our job now
to do everything possible so that

there will never be another Hiroshima."
Eatherly's case confuses non-professionals, and doctors determined at
one time that he was mentally ill,
„
and he was incarcerated. There is
no question that he has been a very
we're not on the
decrepit,
are
this coming week the ILWU
sick man—in a very sick world! But
verge of collapse; none of us have
Executive
International
ILWU
who, after all, can say that this man
be lost our marbles; we still have the
whose guilt so overwhelmed him was Board is going to convene, to
ability to exert executive authority.
enlarged
an
by
immediately
followed
insane, while mass behavior by sovBut we are getting older and that
locals
ILWU
which
to
meeting
board
ereign governments and their leadsimple fact of life reminds us daily
representsend
to
invited
been
have
ers which are leading us toward the
that something must be done about
path of no return, toward self de- atives. We expect to discuss frankly future leadership. We know by expedealing
subjects
of
variety
wide
a
struction, can be called "sane?"
rience that once you start talking
Eatherly did some strange things with economic life, foreign policy about an important subject, once
current
political
the
all,
above
and,
seventeen-year
the
during
indeed
in this you decide something should be done
nuclear nightmare, that saw him in situation as it affects labor
—you go ahead and do it!
country.
and out of a psychiatric ward of
At the 1959 Seattle Convention,
The ILWU is now in a better posiWaco Veteran's Hospital. When he
need to encourage new leaderthe
longconsider
to
ever
than
tion
came back from the wars, after volthe
unteering to fly during the atomic range, large-scale problems that be- ship was boldly brought up on
tests in 1946 at Bikini, he wanted no set the entire labor movement, as floor by President Bridges and dislonger to be a hero or to have any- well as ourselves. Here's why: Almost cussed/by convention delegates. Soon
Exthing to do with an Air Force career. all major contracts are now bedded after we had another enlarged
In 1950 he started hitting the bot- down for two or three years. It is ecutive Board meeting and contle, became an alcoholic. He was ar- reasonable to expect that the water- tinued to discuss this subject. But we
rested for forgery, robbery, breaking front division will overwhelmingly had other problems then: (1) Serious
to
and entering. He served time once, accept the new three year contract political attacks against labor had
but on six other occasions judges which, certainly compared to any be dealt with; (2) The mechanizaprocess of
were lenient because he was a deco- other agreement in the United States tion contract was still in
a parawas
this
and
developed
being
advance.
great
a
represents
today,
rated war hero. He tried suicide and
were moving in
then told doctors at the Veterans
So we find ourselves with a two- mount issue; (3) We
Hospital "I feel I killed all those three year period in which winning the warehouse division toward
with the teampeople at Hiroshima." The medicos immediate prok chop gains is not greater cooperation
work
had to be
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sters,
simply classified him as having the overwhelming problem. True, we
this prime subject;
"anxiety neurosis" and a "guilt com- have a lot of work to do in other finished around
preparing to mount anplex."
fields—primarily organizing the un- (4) We were
campaign along the
organizing
other
Much of what he did in recent organized wherever we can. But havnothing concrete
years made no sense. Though he had ing contracts bedded down gives us coast. Therefore,
plenty of money, he robbed a store magnificent opportunities to move developed out of our discussions
about encouraging youthful leaderwaving an unloaded pistol, and then Into other fields.
ship.
did not take the loot. On occasions
leaderof
question
the
Above all,
he crammed envelopes full of cur- ship presents new opportunities.
rency and mailed them to Hiroshima. We've talked a lot about this in the IN OUR UNION, as in all other
Inevitably this strange "hero" with past, but have done very little about
American unions, a new generahis many jailings, his drowning him- it.
tion is emerging. This new generaself in alcohol and dosing himself
What do we mean when we speak tion may have a number of new
with drugs was always "news."
of leadership? Simply this: We must ideas that are radically different
LIFE-SAVER
explore ways and means of bringing than that of current leadership.
And it may have been this publi- forward younger-elements in the un- Those of us presently in office like
city that saved his life and brought ion to play more decisive roles in to think that one of our main tasks
him salvation through understand- both formulating and implementing Is to educate the younger men about
the past and about our traditions
ing. A pacifist philosopher in Vienna, policy.
Plenty of talk there has been, but and about our main concepts. But
Gunther Anders read of his plight
and wrote to him with the explana- now we face the question of doing we also have an obligation to listen,
tion that he understood the pilot's something. And this is without a to discover what the younger genfeeling of guilt and suggested that doubt one of the prime reasons for eration seeks.
they start corresponding with each calling the enlarged International
This younger element will take
Executive Board—to put these prob- over when the time is ripe for the
other.
Out of this correspondence was lems on the table, discuss them hon- present leadership to be replaced,
born a new Claude Eatherly with a estly with local representatives, and and with this fact in mind it is our
new outlook on life and a new goal. try to come up with some answers. duty to continue to present the
"The truth is that society simply
views we believe are fundamental,
cannot accept the fact of my guilt
ET'S LEVEL with each other and to listen to their views.
without at the same time recognizabout this question of leadership.
ing its own far deeper guilt," Eather- It's safe to say that our union hasn't
UR NEXT most important step
ly wrote in one letter to Anders. And been much different from most unis to find ways and means to
the Viennese philosopher under- ions'in the country as we speak fine do the job:
stood and wrote back, quietly trying phrases about the need for youthful
(1) To let the younger members
to explain to this confused, tortured leadership. But like mast unions know we are sincere in our desire
man what was happening to him. we've done very little.
to bring forward new leadership;
Together the two tried to search,
The fact remains that everyone is (2) To find realistic ways and means
through correspondence for truth. kind of touchy about his piece of to project this desire into working
And this is, in essence, what the pie; there is lots of prestige attached machinery to give new leadership an
book Burning Conscience contains— to working at the top.
opportunity; (3) To get the show
this search for truth and under"But an all important fact of life on the road as soon as possible.
standing on the road to peace.
constantly slaps us in the face. We're
It is true that we've raised these
What is said here is that we are getting older! None of us in the
before, and expect to raise it
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conhumanity
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all guilty as
again
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siders war as a means of resolving
ing. But raising an issue is not
any human problem.
enough. Responsibility falls on the
This book is not easy reading, and
of the International offishoulders
It is not an easy subject. Eatherly
cers to devise the mechanics of
writes haltingly, and Anders, as beVANCOUVER, Wash. — A signififits a philosopher writing in the cant development in union organiza- transfer of leadership—and to work
German language, tends often to be tion of the textile industry here was more closely with younger elements.
It means above all else that we
ponderous. Yet it is a worthwhile recorded June 29 when ILWU filed
experience for one who is willing to for an NLRB certification election listen carefully to what the younger
let's
take the time to read slowly and at the Jantzen Knitting Mills' Van- members have to say. And then,
deeply into these 139 pages that couver plant, a long-time open shop get the show on the road!
reveal the rebirth of. a man.
citidel.
HIROSHIMA MAIDENS
Special organizer Donald Van
Answer to Who Said It
Burning Conscience contains many Brunt and Tony Bott, secretary of
Representative Emanuel Celler
satmore
none
but
moments,
moving
Local 4, in a joint statement last
(D-N.Y,) speaking on the floor of
isfying and revealing to Eatherly and week said there was every reason to
the House, May 2, 1962, during
to the reader than a letter he quotes believe the knitting mill workers
debate on the give-away of the
with joy. It was from a group of would vote for ILWU. An active ornation's telecommunications"Hiroshima maidens"—those young ganizing committee is headed by
satelite system to the American
women who were permanently dis- Eileen N. Bergeron.
Telephone and Telegraph Comfigured. They wrote to him with
Van Brunt and Bott gave members
pany—paid for by the American
sympathy and understanding, begother ILWU locals in the area—
of
taxpayer. Ironically, though Celging him to join them in a crusade
including 8, 21, 40, 43 and 92—as well
ler exposed the greediness of
against war:
Representative
AT&T and the weakness of gov"We have learned to feel towards as International
credit for help in
ernment regulations, he nevertheyou a fellow-feeling, thinking that James S. Fantz,
ILWU story to the
less voted for the bill.
you are also a victim of war like us." presenting the
Jantzen workers.
—Sidney Boger
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At Jantzen Mill

